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–George Landow (cited in Montfort 2000)

Hypertext is “text composed of blocks of words (or 
images) linked electronically by multiple paths, 
chains, or trails in an open-ended, perpetually 
unfinished textuality described by the terms link, 
node, network, web, and path.”



Aarseth (1997), p. 76

Hypertext "has obvious potential benefits: A reader 
may approach a specific point of interest by a 
series of narrowing choices simply by clicking on 
the screen with the mouse. This allows for much 
more convenient use than the codex, where the 
transition between two non-adjoining places can 
be slow and distractive. However, for such a trait to 
be useful, the text in question must contain the 
need for such transition as an intrinsic figure."



historical and present-day 
examples of hypertext



works citing other works

• bibliographies 

• tables of contents 

• indices 

• anthologies 

• the joy and utility of following references





The Oxford English Dictionary (1933), vol. XI, p. 282



hypertext as a method 
of organizing knowledge



Vannevar Bush's Memex



links in html
• HTML = "hypertext markup language" 

• <a href="...">link!</a> (link text to documents or fragments of 
documents) 

• <link rel="stylesheet" href="example.css"/> (link documents to 
documents) 

• <a href="..." rel="...">with relation!</a> 

• relation types: about, alternate, appendix, archives, author, 
blocked-by, bookmark, canonical, chapter... (full list here: 
https://www.iana.org/assignments/link-relations/link-
relations.xhtml)

https://www.iana.org/assignments/link-relations/link-relations.xhtml
https://www.iana.org/assignments/link-relations/link-relations.xhtml




aarseth's concept of 
"ergodic" literature



Aarseth, pp. 1–2

“The concept of cybertext focuses on the mechanical organization of the 
text.... However, it also centers attention on the consumer, or user, of the 
text.... The performance of [a conventional] reader takes place all in [their] 
head, while the user of cybertext also performs in an extranoematic 
sense. [...] In ergodic literature, nontrivial effort is required to allow the 
reader to traverse the text. If ergodic literature is to make sense as a 
concept, there must also be nonergodic literature, where the effort to 
traverse the text is trivial, with no extranoematic responsibilities placed on 
the reader except (for example) eye movement and the periodic or 
arbitrary turning of pages.” 

noetic/noematic = involving intellectual activity 
extranoematic = "occurring outside the confines of human thought" 
ergodic = Greek ergon "work" + hodos "path"



magic 8 ball







ifá divination



Lower right image from: Bascom, William. “The figures of Ifa.” Ifa Divination, Indiana University 
Press, 1969, pp. 40–50, http://www.jstor.org/stable/j.ctt16gzhwk.8. JSTOR.



Bascom, William. “Introduction.” Ifa Divination, Indiana University Press, 1969, pp. 40–50, http://
www.jstor.org/stable/j.ctt16gzhwk.8. JSTOR.



odu: ogbe (o)yeku
If this Ifa sign Ogbe-Yẹku is cast for someone, Ifa says for this person 
that (s)he will take a prominent position wherever (s)he is. Ifa says it 
seems as if others are cheating him or her. Ifa says in Ogbe-Yẹku that 
this person will become leader over all those who have been causing 
him/her trouble. (S)He will become the leader of every single one of 
them. If, say, the person is a politician, Ifa says his/her colleagues don’t 
accept him/her or anything that (s)he does. But if (s)he offers a 
sacrifice, (s)he will become the leader all of those who currently do not 
respect him/her. They will reach a unanimous decision that they should 
give an important position to this person.

from http://ask-dl.fas.harvard.edu/



odu: ogbe (o)yeku
Ifa says he sees someone who owns neither a plate nor a calabash;‘ 
everyone, including his own relatives, say he has a “bad head” and 
are making fun of him. Ifa says this person will become important in 
the near future and that he will have his revenge. 

From the beginning of time all the animals took advantage of Lion. If 
he lay asleep on the ground, they climbed on top of him; they never 
showed him proper respect. Lion got ready and went to the diviners; 
he asked them what he could do to gain honor and glory among his 
associates. The diviners said that he should sacrifice one calabash of 
water, ashes, three clubs, and Ifa’s leaves (the “leaf of honor”). They 
said he should crush the leaves of Ifa in the water, add the ashes to it, 
and then drink it.[...]

“Ogbe - (O̧)Yȩku (1-3).” Ifa Divination: Communication between Gods and Men in West Africa, by WILLIAM BASCOM, 
Indiana University Press, 1969, pp. 164–170. JSTOR, www.jstor.org/stable/j.ctt16gzhwk.18.



choose 
your 
own 

adventure



literary and creative uses of 
quotation, footnotes, 

endnotes, indexes, glossaries



pale fire





house of leaves









some hypertext 
terminology



Baran 1964



parts of a network
• graph (another word for a network) 

• nodes in a graph are connected by edges (a node 
can have many edges connected to it, but an edge 
must have exactly two nodes—one on either side) 

• in hypertext parlance, an text node is a lexia and 
edges that connect them are links 

• decentralized networks are sometimes called 
rhizomes (adjective: rhizomatic).



visualization of links to "Hypertext" Wikipedia page, generated with http://tools.medialab.sciences-po.fr/seealsology/

visualizing wikipedia



visualizing the 
cave of time

from Transverse Project 
https://jeremydouglass.github.io/transverse-gallery/
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